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2 I.Vocabulary: 
A:Fill in the blanks with the words given.There is one extra word. 
                      ( destroy / healthy/ exercise / defend / gift ) 
 1. Humans …………..the natural homes of the animals in the forests, lakes, and plains. 
 2.This wonderful liquid is a great …………from Allah. 
 3. We can thank Allah by keeping our body …………. 
 4. White blood cells ………….body against diseases. 
 

A 

1 B.Match the following definitions in column ( A ) with the words given in column (B ).One extra is  
In the second part. 
         ( A )                                                                                          ( B ) 
 5. human                                                                    a. to protect someone or something from danger 
 6. defend                                                                    b. strong and well 
 7. future                                                                      c.to go and get someone or something 
 8. healthy                                                                    d. person 
                                                                                       e. the time after now 

B 

2 C:Choose the correct choice. 
 9. Moghan……………..is a beautiful place in the North-West of Iran. 
         a. plant                 b. plain               c. planet             d.plane 
 10. The teacher asked the students to………….attention to him. 
          a. pay               b. take               c.look              d. care  
 11. A large and round body of rock or gas that moves around the sun is called a …………. 
    a. observatory             b. plant           c. planet           d. telescope 
 12. Firefighters were trying to………… the fire in the city center. 
        a. make            b. protect           c. save              d.put      
 

C 

1 D: Choose the word which dosen’t belong to each group.( Odd one out ) 
 13.           a. hunters                     b. animals                c. jungles             d . visitor 
 14.           a. jungle                        b. pain                       c.mountain         d.nature 
 15.           a. hen                            b. cow                        c.lion                    d. goat 
 16.           a.saturn                        b.heart                       c.blood                 d.cell        
 

D 

1 E. Match the pictures with their meanings.There is one extra sentence. 
 

                                                                                                  
 
 
   17……………………                      18…………………….                19…………………                  20………………….. 
    
 a .  don’t go hunting         b. Telescope         c. cut down the trees       d. The Earth       e. Microscope      
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1 F: Match the two parts. One is extra in the second part. 
                  ( A )                                                                ( B ) 
     -------------------------                                         --------------------- 
         21. rocky                                                             a. blood 
         22. save                                                               b. care of 
         23. take                                                               c. powerful 
        24.pump                                                              d. nature 
                                                                                       e. planet 
 

F 

2 Grammar 
G: Choose the correct choice. 
25 . The sky is very cloudy. It …………….to rain tonight. 
a . Is going              b. will go          c. goes           d. to go  
  
26 . Reza can’t choose the …………….. answer. 

    a . best             b. good             c. well           d. better 
 
27 . When people keep nature clean and safe, the animals live…………… 

a . long             b. as long         c. longer           d. longest 
 

28 . I saw two dangerous …………….in the zoo. 
a. wolf             b. lion            c. wolves          d. cheetah 

G 

2 H. Choose the correct answers. 
29   Mr. Hosseini is a good / better teacher .He lives in Kerman now. 
30.  He travels / will travel to Sari next week. 

 31 . He  will go to a beautiful hotel there.It is as expensive as / the most expensive hotel in Sari. 
 32. He is going to visit / visiting the natural homes of animals there. 
 

H 

2 I: Complete the following table . 
33 . Mr.Ahmadi is a nice Iranian farmer.He is an old and a tall man.He lives in a village in Damavand 
with his wife . He has some cows . He loves his country. 
  

Common noun Proper noun Animal      Quality       Size       Age    Nationality       Idea 

 
 

       
 

I 

2 Writing: 
J: Unscramble the following sentences. 
 34. his car / tomorrow / My father / is / wash / going to. 
 34……………………………………………………………………………………. 
 35 . cheetahs / powerful / more / are / than / elephants. 
 35……………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

J 

2 K: There are 4 mistakes in the following sentences. 
Amin askari  is a doctor.He is 45 year old.He is the oldest than his brother.He is a man clever. 
 
36………………                37……………..                    38………………..                     39……………… 
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1 L: Complete this table. 
40.                                                                

      Singular       Plural       

           man  

         women 

        child  

         feet 

                                            

L 

1 M: Reading:Cloze passage 
Read the passage and complete the sentences with the words. 
    Viruces are the………41……….microbes on the Earth, even………..42……..than bacteria. There aren’t 
   many………43…….things about viruces. They usually attack your body and make you……..44……. 
 
      41. a. small                 b. smallest              c. smaller                 d. smaller than 
      42.  a. smaller            b. small                     c. smallest               d. the small 
      43. a. best                   b. better                   c. the best               d. good 
      44. a. happy               b. nice                        c. sick                       d. live 
  

M 

4 N.Reading ( 1 ) 
Read the passage and answer the questions 
 
   One of the most important parts of the body is blood. More than half  of the blood is plasma. 
   This is a clear and yellow liquid. It carries red and white cells. The red blood cells carry oxygen  
   round the body and collect carbon dioxide from body parts.The white cells defend our body  
   against microbes. 
 
 45 . It is clear and yellow liquid and carries white and red cells. What is it ?................... 
 
 46.What defend our body against microbes? 
 46…………………………………. 
 
47. The red blood cells collect oxygen from body.         a. True              b. False 
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